Kitchen Fire Suppression - UL 300 Compliance Bulletin

Tuesday, October 29, 2013

In addition to holding a valid City of Rochester Fire Department Fire Extinguishers License, fire protection contractors are also required to be factory trained or certified for the brand, make and/or model of system and any work shall be performed by qualified and trained persons having available the appropriate recall notices and servicing manual(s), the proper types of tools, and manufacturer’s recommended replacement parts or parts specifically listed for such use.

Only systems that are tested and listed to UL 300 and on this list, are considered serviceable.

- **Amerex** - KP275, KP375, KP475, KP600
- **Anslu** - PIRANHA, R-102 1.5 gallon, 3.0 gallon post 1998 (in most cases stainless cylinder only)
- **Badger Range Guard** -RG-1.25G, RG-2.5G, RG-4GS, RG-4GM, RG-6G
- **Buckeye Kitchen Mister** -BFR-5, BFR-10, BFR-15, BFR-20
- **Heiser Protex II** - L1600, L3000, L4600, L6000
- **Kidde** - WHDR-125, WHDR-260, WHDR-400S, WHDR-400M, WHDR-600
- **Pyro-Chem Kitchen Knight II** - PCL-160, PCL-300, PCL-460, PCL-600

**ALL OTHER SYSTEMS SHALL BE IMMEDIATELY RED TAGGED AND PLANNED FOR REPLACEMENT**

The owner or the owner’s representative must be notified in writing that the system does not comply with UL Standard 300 and that the system may not extinguish a typical fire, additionally a red tag shall be attached to the system and a copy of the red tag notice to the owner shall be postmarked, e-mailed, faxed, or hand delivered to the Town of Brighton - Office of the Fire Marshal within 5 business days.

If you have any questions or concerns with respect to this matter, please feel free to contact me in the office at (585) 784-5220.

Respectfully,

Christopher A. Roth
Chief Fire Marshal